
Outline of the talk 

•  Practical experiences of Cyclone Simulation from Myanmar 

•  Practical experiences of Tsunami Simulation from Sri Lanka  

•  Key elements and lessons from the of end-to-end 
simulation on the ground 

 



1.  
Practical experiences from 
Myanmar: Cyclone simulation 
 



Formulation of the dummy warning 
messages for cyclone “Rabbit” 
 
Bay bulletin  
  Formation of LPA   
     Cyclone Warning (Orange)  
          Cyclone warning (Red/Emergency) 

  Cyclone news (after crossing)  



Warning transmission from National to Regional office 



Village Tract Disaster Management Committee (VTDMC) 
receives the warning through cell phone and VHF radio 



Receives the hardcopy……  



Elevated warning 
with evacuation 
notification comes 
from the National to 
Regional and then 
gets transmitted to 
VTDMCs 



VTDMC meets and decides for needed action 



Discusses the evacuation plan using the pre-prepared 
‘evacuation map’ and clusters and routes identified for 
systematic evacuation 



Decides to make a public announcement and issues 
evacuation notification to the villagers using PAS setup 



Door to door warning message reaches through 
megaphones, loud speakers and cell phones 



Demonstrative evacuation takes place to the safer sites 



Community is briefed to create awareness and learning 



Observer team shares their experiences and analyzes the 
strengths, weaknesses and lessons  



2.  
Practical experiences of Tsunami 
Simulation: Sri Lanka  
 
 



National End-
to-End Tsunami 

Simulation 
Exercise - 2013   

 
Kalkudah, Eastern 
Province, Sri Lanka 

12 Dec., 2013 

Implemented by:  Disaster Management Centre, Sri Lanka and Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, Thailand.  
Supported by:      UNESCAP Trust Fund for Tsunami, Disaster and Climate Preparedness.  



Messages 1:  
Warning Bulletin 



Messages 2:  
Advised to Evacuate 



Messages 3:  
Cancellation 



24 x 7 National Emergency Operations Centre 





VHF base stations and radio at local level 



Local dissemination 
happens through manual 
sirens, megaphones, cell 
phones etc.  









De-breifing takes place to create awareness 



Observer team takes not of the process 





3.  
Key elements and lessons from 
the of end-to-end simulation on the 
ground 



Some emerged procedures for conducting E2E simulations: 

1.  Preparatory meeting with the stakeholders (all parts in the end-to-end 
chain) 

2.  Create an outline for Simulation Plan 

3.  Develop the scenario (dummy messages, scripts for the simulation and 
drill) and time-wise sequences 

4.  Accomplish the background elements of End-to-End Early warning (e.g. 
PAS, evacuation map, signage, committees, equipments, S&R, Health) 

5.  Prepare the local DRM Committee (Table top practice) 

6.  Prepare the community 

7.  Form an observation team for evaluating and observing the process 
(including govt., NGOs, Media and others) 

8.  Conduct the simulation (with the committee) and drills (with community) 

9.  De-brief the community with the lessons and experiences (success and 
gaps) from the simulation and drills  

10.  Report the event with lessons learned and gaps identified 



Planning and guidance on a hands-on manner is needed 



Ground work is essential…. 

Consultation, Evacuation mapping, procedure developments…………… 

Simple-available equipment utilization for disseminations to knowledge generation 
through training/capacity building …………… simulation and drill ……………
evaluation 

 

 
 

     

 

 

 	  	   

  



End-to-end SIMULATION and DRILLS are 
useful ways to test and evaluate the 
existing Early Warning System procedures.  

 
It’s an opportunity to learn and strengthen it 

before the next disaster strikes 



 
 
 

Thank You 
 
 
 
 
 

Atiq Kainan Ahmed 
Programme Specialist (Early Warning Systems), ADPC.  
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